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Trucks Machines On The Move
It can drive off road. It can tow big trailers. This pickup truck is on the move! How do people use pickup trucks? And how
do drivers control them? Read this book to find out! Learn all about mighty machines in the Vroom-Vroom series—part of
the Lightning Bolt Books™ collection. With high-energy designs, exciting photos, and fun text, Lightning Bolt Books™ bring
nonfiction topics to life!
Photographs and text examine the parts and functions of such large machines as trucks, jets, supertankers, tractors,
bulldozers, and fire engines.
What a big idea! And what big fun: A whopping oversize book of interactive paper models to appeal to every kid who
loves big machines—which pretty much covers all of them. These are the coolest big machines that kids love—each recreated in an oversize paper model that, once built, really moves. The book has everything the reader needs to pop out,
fold, and create a full-color model of ten big machines: a dump truck, space shuttle, excavator, ladder truck, front loader,
concrete mixer, steam locomotive, steamboat, dirigible, Chinook helicopter. Created by Phil Conigliaro, a gifted paper
engineer and artist, the models are printed on sturdy card stock; perforated to pop out and fold; require only gluing (no
tape or pins); and come with complete, easy-to-follow step-by-step instructions. And, worth repeating, each one moves:
Wheels roll and the mixer turns, helicopter blades spin, and the excavator’s boom and bucket raises and lowers.
Additionally there’s the story of each machine—how it works, who invented it, what it’s used for. Kids will learn the history
of the steam shovel—the smoking, hissing monster that dug the Panama Canal, the largest engineering feat of the 20th
century; how astronauts in a space shuttle could withstand the 3,000 degrees of heat created when it returned to Earth;
how the world’s largest dump truck can haul a million pounds. It’s big stuff!
Early childhood educators around the world use this best seller to plan daily curriculum and classroom activities. The
book contains 76 different themes ranging from Ants to Zoo Animals, presented in alphabetical order. Content for each
theme includes the following sections: Curriculum Flowchart, Theme Goals, Concepts for Children to Learn, Vocabulary,
Bulletin Board Ideas, Sample Parent Letter, Arts and Crafts, Cooking, Dramatic Play, Field Trips, Fingerplays/Chants,
Group Time, Science, Math, Sensory, Large Motor, Fine Motor, Social Studies, Books, Recordings and Song Titles, and
Technology/Multimedia Resources. The updated book sections for each theme include hundreds of new children's
literature references with a special emphasis on multicultural selections. In addition, the new Sixth Edition includes a
brand new four-color insert on Using the Digital Camera in the Early Childhood Classroom. The text is accompanied by a
companion website that contains important assessment tools, lesson plan forms, rainy day activities, developmental
checklists, classroom artifacts, and much more. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Describes dump trucks, including their different parts, how they are used, and the work they do.
What is your favorite machine? In My Favorite Machine: Tow Trucks, young readers will learn all about tow trucks. This
book introduces kids to the different types of tow trucks, how they work and what they do. Sample Text: Tow trucks move
vehicles that don’t work. Some tow trucks carry them on a bed. Some tow trucks pull the vehicles behind them.
Monster Trucks on the MoveLerner Publications ™
Revving up a ramp and then flying over parked cars. This is just one monster truck stunt. The supercharged machine
exists to show off, and to do so in extreme fashion. The monster trucks in this book will shock elementary-age readers
with their jumps, spins, and more!
Kids who are fascinated by fast-moving vehicles will be thrilled by these fun-filled, easy-to-color illustrations. Thirty images depict
cars, dump and tow trucks, a double-decker bus, trains, and flying machines.
Does your little boy fall in love with big machines that easily? Then this book will be such a treat! There are beautiful images of
trucks, trains and big machines in this wonderful book for children. Learn about them and be impressed at what they can do. So
what are you waiting for? Go ahead and secure a copy of this book today!
Have you ever thought about what happens to your trash every week? And the big trucks you see on trash day? Read more about
garbage trucks and their important job! Carefully leveled text teaches young readers about this machine, with age-appropriate
critical thinking questions and fresh photos.
Provides the most recent government information on jobs and careers in the United States, includes data about salaries and
occupational advancement, and describes positions for the professional through entry level.
Readers may get scared when enormous trucks zoom by their car on the highway, but these big vehicles are doing an important
job. These amazing machines are hauling lots of things from one place to another, bringing food and other goods to homes around
the country. Through full-color photographs and accessible text, beginning readers get behind the wheel of these massive moving
machines to see what it's like on the road, and learn how important these vehicles are to our everyday life.
Presents the design and uses of a variety of trucks, including a logging truck, giant dump truck, and trail racing truck.
In My Favorite Machine: Garbage Trucks, young readers will learn all about garbage trucks. This book introduces kids to the
different types of garbage trucks, how they work and what they do.
Climb behind the wheel of over 50 different types of trucks, from dump trucks and fire trucks to tanker trucks and ice cream trucks!
Full of colorful and detailed illustrations and loads of interesting facts, The Truck Book is a must-have for all vehicle fans.
Climb into the cabs of the world's fastest trucks. They may be big, but these machines can really move! Roar off in the three jet
engines of the Shockwave—powered to 376 mph (605 km/h)! Ride in the Banks Sidewinder Dodge Dakota, which set a world
record at 217 mph (349 km/h)! Go off-roading in the fastest off-road terrain conqueror, the Ford F-150 SVT Raptor. Colorful
illustrations capture these swift, powerful beasts on the road and off, while interesting text features highlight jet propulsion,
turbocharging, and great truck racers past and present.
Over 100 first machine words to learn, and fantastic photographs make language learning fun for your little one .
Part of a new series for young children which examines different machines, these books take a day in the life of format. Through
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simple text and colourful drawings, they show how each machine is used. This book is about a truck. Other titles in this series
include The Story of Jumbo Jet, The Story of a Helicopter, The Story of a Digger, The Story of a Tugboat and The Story of a
Tractor. Angela Royston is also author of the Animal Life Stories and Farm Animal Stories series
What's enormous, often brightly colored, and capable of carrying a lot of dirt? Dump trucks! These extra-large machines help
people move dirt, sand, or other materials to or from construction sites. This book highlights types of dump trucks and the many
important jobs they help us do. Detailed but manageable text will help young readers connect STEM principles to these massive
machines, and photographs will draw them into the subject matter with real-life examples.
Introduces young readers to various modes of transportation through labeled pictures and flaps to lift, including airplanes,
automobiles, fire trucks, tractors, boats, buses, bicycles, and trains.
What do machines do all day? Find out in this fully illustrated book that features more than 100 machines and things that go. Little
ones can explore fourteen scenes set in diverse places - including the farm, the city, the construction site, the space centre and
the airport - then turn the page to find out what each machine is called, and what it is used for.
Carefully leveled text and fresh, vibrant photos engage young readers in learning about how garbage trucks work. Age-appropriate
critical thinking questions and a photo glossary help build nonfiction learning skills.
From rubbish trucks to concrete mixers, from tippers to tankers, this jolly picture book includes all different types of trucks.
Machine-mad pre-schoolers can go along on afantastic truck ride, learning about where the drivers eat and sleep while they are on
the road. An audio CD attached to the inside back cover allows children to listen to the story and follow along with page turn cues.

Features more than 80 of the world's biggest, fastest, and most fascinating moving machines on land, sea, and in the air.
Hear the loud sirens. See the flashing lights. This fire truck is on the move! What kind of gear do firefighters keep in their
trucks? And how do the trucks help firefighters battle fires? Read this book to find out! Learn all about mighty machines in
the Vroom-Vroom series—part of the Lightning Bolt Books™ collection. With high-energy designs, exciting photos, and fun
text, Lightning Bolt Books™ bring nonfiction topics to life!
What a monstrous book this is! It contains big information on trucks, trains and other big machines. Reformatted from a
Baby Professor bestseller, this book is sure to capture your child’s attention with its improved design and more vivid
pictures. You can secure a copy in print, hardcover and digital editions. Get a copy today.
Trucks Machines & Things That Go is a full-color early learning book for young boys and girls who love trucks and
machines and learning and expanding their first words, basic concepts, and vocabulary. A simple layout displays bright
colors with one large picture in realistic surroundings and one word label for each page in clear and easy-to-see bold,
black text. The trucks, construction machines and equipment, and things on the go include 28 colorful photographs of a
fire truck, bulldozer, dump truck, big rig, excavator, tow truck, school bus, police car, flatbed truck, mail truck, backhoe
loader, front loader, fire & rescue truck, compact track loader, pickup truck, grader, paver, log truck, sweeper, car carrier,
airplane, ski boat, bucket truck, roller, ambulance, tanker truck, telehandler, and cement mixer. Interactive questions are
provided at the end to help children learn identification and association of the pictures and words. Ideal for kids who love
trucks, machines, construction equipment, and things that go!
The pigs are off to the beach for a picnic but Dingo Dog is driving terribly Officer Flossy is going to give him a ticket - if
she can catch him This is just the beginning of a mad chase involving cars, planes, boats and even diggers.
Carefully leveled text and fresh, vibrant photos engage young readers in learning about the incredible machines known
as monster trucks. Age-appropriate critical thinking questions and a photo glossary help build nonfiction learning skills.
It races through mud. It glides through the air. This monster truck is on the move! What makes monster trucks different
from other trucks? And what kinds of cool tricks can these trucks do? Read this book to find out! Learn all about mighty
machines in the Vroom-Vroom series—part of the Lightning Bolt BooksTM collection. With high-energy designs, exciting
photos, and fun text, Lightning Bolt BooksTM bring nonfiction topics to life!
Introduces readers to different types of large trucks and the jobs they do.
Introduces the different types of garbage trucks, describing what they do and where they bring the refuse they collect, in a book in
the shape of a garbage truck.
With lights flashing and siren blaring, a fire truck can make a dramatic entrance. And it often has to. There are fires to put out and
people to save! The bright red rescue machines featured in this title will capture the full attention of young readers.
Investigates, in text and labelled diagrams and illustrations, the functions of various kinds of building machines and how they work.
Includes instructions for related projects and experiments.
Hear the loud sirens. See the flashing lights. This fire truck is on the move! What kind of gear do firefighters keep in their trucks?
And how do the trucks help firefighters battle fires? Read this book to find out! Learn all about mighty machines in the VroomVroom series—part of the Lightning Bolt BooksTM collection. With high-energy designs, exciting photos, and fun text, Lightning Bolt
BooksTM bring nonfiction topics to life!
"This oversize picture book arranges CAT earthmovers in terms of size-a system well suited for kids. It covers 12 machines listed
in ascending order. All share the common purpose of moving the earth by lifting, pushing, digging, or scooping"--Provided by the
publisher.
Presents one hundred pictures of different kinds of trucks, sorted into groups, including extreme machines, tough trucks, and
emergency vehicles. On board pages.
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